Colours
WCBF K-1
Objective: Students will appropriately
express their feelings through sharing
with others.
Materials needed
▪ Pinkus puppet
▪ Bugsme character
▪ Colour cards
Optional Resources
(NOT included in the Kits)

▪ The Zones of Regulation

IRP PLO(s) addressed:
Grade K, Visual Arts A1: use imagination, observation, and stories to
create images
Grade K, Visual Arts A2: create images that feature colour
Grade K, Health and Career A1: identify opportunities to make choices
Grade K, Health and Career C3: demonstrate an understanding of
appropriate ways to express feelings
Grade 1, Visual Arts A1: use a variety of image sources to create images
Grade 1, Visual Arts A2: create images that feature colour
Grade 1, Health and Career C4: demonstrate an understanding of
appropriate and inappropriate ways to express feelings

Teacher guide
Opening

Time
5 min

Introduce Pinkus and remind students about his
part in the WCBF program.

Student guide
Students listen.

For example, Pinkus is a Friendship Superhero.
Pinkus encourages others to help each other, use
kind words, share, listen, and wait their turn.
Pre-Activity

5 min

Display five different colour cards. Have Pinkus
pick a colour and describe how the colour makes
him feel (ex: blue makes him feel sad and
lonely). Then have Pinkus tell a story about a
time he felt those emotions and how he acted
when he felt that way.

Students listen to the story.

For example, Pinkus felt lonely when his
classmates didn’t invite him to play tag at recess
time. Pinkus sat down nearby with his arms
crossed, frowning, and not saying anything. It
bothers Pinkus when people don’t ask him if he
would like to play the game.
Activity

15 min

Have the students take turns picking a colour and
holding Pinkus and telling a story about a time
they felt a particular emotion and how they
acted when they felt that way.

Students share their stories with each
other.

Sample student responses:
 Students may chose purple and share
that they felt lonely when no one asked
them to join in during a game at recess;
they felt sad when someone else broke
their toy, etc. Students may say they
cried, stomped their feet, frowned, said
mean words, etc. when they felt this
way.
Have students draw a picture of when they felt
that way using the colour they chose as well as
other colours.

Students create a picture to describe
their feelings.

Closure

5 min

Discuss with students how people feel lots of
emotions and how it is important to still make
good choices and express these feelings in a way
that ensures others around them are not hurt.

Students listen to examples of good
choices to engage in when feeling
particular emotions.

For example, it is okay to feel sad or lonely but
saying mean words is not okay. A good choice
could be to take a break, tell someone you are
upset, etc.
Adaptations:
 For students who are non-verbal, place emotion cards next to the colour cards (i.e. a sad face next to the
colour blue) and have students select how they feel currently and hold the card up so their classmates can
see.
 Have students use their hands to paint if they have difficulty holding crayons.
Extension Activities
 Take out the colour cards during other situations, such as when there is an argument between classmates or
when it is someone’s birthday. Have students choose or say which colour they are feeling. Discuss with
students the reasons why they are feeling that emotion and what behaviour they should be engaging in.
 Create a classroom-wide colour system by displaying a colour chart and referring to it throughout the day in
reference to how the students are feeling as well as how you, the teacher, are feeling. Discuss the reasons
behind the feelings and the appropriate way to express those feelings.
Reflection: What went well? What needs to be changed for next time? What did I observe about my students? What would better facilitate my
teaching of this topic? What needs to be considered for subsequent lessons on this topic?

